We are rebuilding Furman's information systems infrastructure and culture to support and help realize the Furman Advantage vision.

**Primary objectives include:**

- replacing Colleague as our ERP system (Enterprise Resource Planning)
- consolidating as many of the add-on applications as possible, see full list
- re-engineering business processes based on the industry best practices for the selected system(s)
- preparing our information systems infrastructure to handle the next wave of (or in some cases concurrent) objectives which include:
  - degree audit
  - document management / automated workflow
  - business intelligence / data warehouse / analytics
  - integrated CRM (Customer Resource Management)
  - And other information systems requirements related to The Furman Advantage.

The success of every objective above begins, ends and depends upon people, not technology. We're asking for your help, and we need your help to succeed. If we're going to create an “Engaged Learning 2.0” we have to start by engaging with each other and break out of our silos. So let's start this conversation. Let's sit down over a cup of coffee and talk about how we can keep up with the pace of change in this world that is overrun with technological marvels.

Please leave feedback or ask questions of the ERP Team at any time!